
Conservative management of COVID-19
associated hypoxaemia

To the Editor:

With appropriate esteem, we have read the article by VOSHAAR et al. [1] on the management of
hypoxaemia related to COVID-19 pneumonia. The authors have concluded that treatment escalation in
the sequence 1) supplemental oxygen; 2) nasal high-flow, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) or
noninvasive ventilation (NIV); and 3) invasive mechanical ventilation resulted in low overall mortality if
guided by the calculation of oxygen content in addition to the clinical presentation. We fully agree with
the authors and others [2, 3] that hypoxaemia per se should not serve as the exclusive indication
parameter for intubation. However, we disagree that this statement is, in any manner, supported by the
data presented by VOSHAAR et al. [1].

Noninvasive strategies were escalated to intubation if “clinical work of breathing required the next level of
support or the oxygen content was determined to be below 9 mL O2·dL

−1”. Unfortunately, “clinical work
of breathing” was not defined at all. Neither was oesophageal pressure measured, nor was arterial carbon
dioxide tension or information on phasically increased contractions of respiratory muscles, or any other
parameter indicative of the work of breathing [4] provided. In addition, the mean oxygen content in
patients having experienced intubation was 11.6±2.6 mL·dL−1. Thus, no patient seems to have met the
preset cut-off. Sadly, it remains fully unclear based on what criteria patients had been eventually intubated.
The final conclusion that “a respiratory support escalation scheme based on clinical appearance and
oxygen…has a favourable outcome” is certainly not supported by the current findings.

Per the designated protocol, patients with an oxygen saturation <93% were included but true mean
saturation was reportedly 92±6%, indicating that assuming normal distribution, nearly half of the patients
had an oxygen saturation ⩾93%. Table 2 and the figures list several parameters but it remains unclear
when and under what circumstances (under treatment?) values were obtained. Thus, it remains unclear
what type of protocol has effectively existed. It also remains speculative when and under what conditions
haemoglobin values and the corresponding arterial oxygen tension (PaO2

) values were determined.
Presenting nadir haemoglobin and nadir PaO2

values suggests that both values were not measured
correspondingly but rather at staggered intervals. Based on this, the actual oxygen content is suggested to
be artificially low.

It is also implied that current recommendations still suggest intubation in severe COVID-19 pneumonia
primarily based on markers of oxygenation. Here, the authors refer to historical German guidelines but,
unfortunately, ignore more recent updates that have already emphasised the importance of considering
several clinical criteria in addition to markers of oxygenation refractory to noninvasive treatment
modalities, in order to individually target the decision to intubate the patient rather than purely to guide
the decision in view of oxygenation [4–6].

In addition, the authors mention most recent trials on the usefulness of noninvasive treatment strategies
[7, 8], but they expound on basic physiological contexts rather than discuss their findings in more detail in
view of the previous findings. Here, the long-winded explanations on physiology give the impression of an
emphasised importance of considering physiological interrelations in clinical practice, but in fact, the
authors present themselves physiologically imprecisely. As an example, they indicate to have monitored
oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry (SpO2

) but, contrarily, they had provided data on arterial oxygen
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saturation (SaO2
) exclusively in their accepted paper, even though this has been verified after proof

correction. This also ignores differences between SpO2
and SaO2

as particularly established for hypoxaemic
COVID-19 patients [9]. Furthermore, it is not clear how the inspiratory fraction of oxygen was determined
in patients spontaneously breathing in a retrospective approach.

We certainly do not speak against noninvasive treatment modalities, i.e. high-flow oxygen, CPAP or NIV,
for managing severe COVID-19 disease. Furthermore, we strongly believe that noninvasive treatment
modalities and invasive ventilation are complementary rather than competing treatment options in the
hands of wise and experienced physicians who do not regard oxygenation as the primary target of the
important decision of intubation [4]. Given the established complication rates, intubation should certainly
be avoided by all available means [2–8].

This has been successfully achieved by CPAP according to two recently published studies [7, 8]. The
current study namely targets this important issue but remains inconclusive for the given concerns.
Measurement dates have been provided not at all. The manuscript includes several substantive errors. In
response to our remarks, the authors have, fortunately, corrected some of these. Finally, it remains unclear
how many patients were treated on intermediate care and intensive care units (ICUs). Two thirds of the
patients received oxygen only, forming a cohort regularly treated on the normal floor, while information
on scores typically used to characterise critically ill patients are not given. Despite this, the authors
compare their data with real ICU patients and, in the end, are prone to “compare apples and oranges”.
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